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TrackIt Web v3.0.44 Release Notes

These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and
other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the
TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.
Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the
TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.
Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.
Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and
corrections.
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v3.0.44 (07/28/2020)
Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity
throughout TrackIt.

Changes to Load Properties report

(FEL-65)

The Load Properties Report was updated to reorder and rename drum-specific data for customers
with the Drum Rotation Sensor. Instead of Drum Negative Turns and Drum Positive Turns, the
columns will read Drum Discharging Turns and Drum Charging Turns.

Load Properties report adjusted for DRS

(FEL-67)

For customers with Drum Rotation Sensors, the Fully Mixed column will not appear on the Load
Properties report. This column has no application for customers with the Drum Rotation Sensor
and previously displayed irrelevant data.

Truck Ahead and Truck Behind display accurately

(FEL-87)

Truck Ahead and Truck Behind cards have been enhanced to display truck statuses accurately even
if the trucks are assigned different status types.
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Drum Rotation Sensor information retained

(FEL-171)

Drum Rotation Sensor information will now be retained even if a DRS or COMMANDassurance
license is removed from a piece of equipment. Previously, removing a sensor license deleted the
Sensor Link or Probe Display information. If the Sensor Link is uninstalled from a truck and
reinstalled and assigned to a different truck, the Sensor Link's information will be removed from the
database for the previous truck. This can only occur if the associated license is first removed from the
previous truck.

New Tablet Permissions Health Aspect

(FEL-253)

A new Tablet Permissions Health Aspect was added to the System Health Summary and System
Health History reports. This aspect will display which vehicle devices have certain permissions
enabled and which are lacking permissions. The three states that will display are: Critical
Permissions, Sufficient Permissions, and All Accepted. Critical Permissions are required for TrackIt
to function properly, and Sufficient Permissions are required for selected apps to work with TrackIt.
The health states will not appear in the TrackIt Web Console until one login and logout has been
completed in TrackIt Android.

End Pour status logic changed

(FEL-297)

The End Pour status logic no longer requires a drum RPM over six since the End Pour scenario may
not include that RPM. Instead, the End Pour status will be dependent on the estimated volume
decreasing to zero and a change to the Charging drum direction. The volume estimation will be
based on information in the Drum Type setup.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a more fluid and
productive experience throughout TrackIt Android.

Driver Error icon displaying instead of No

(CA-2)

Data icon
Corrected behavior:
The Batch Summary report was corrected to properly display the Driver Error error icon when the
vehicle's drum speed is not low enough for the probe to obtain a slump reading.

Previous behavior:
In some instances for customers of COMMANDassurance, the Batch Summary report would
display the Data Loss error icon in a scenarios that should have displayed the Driver Error icon.
This occurred because the truck's drum speed was not low enough to obtain a slump reading.
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